
 

How chemical clues from prehistoric
microbes rewrote the story of one of Earth's
biggest mass extinctions
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Microbial mats in Shark Bay, Western Australia, similar to those that lived
around 200 million years ago. Credit: Yalimay Jimenez Duarte WA-OIGC,
Curtin University, Author provided

Chemical clues left behind by humble microbes have rewritten the
timeline of one of the biggest mass extinction events in Earth's history.

The so-called "end-Triassic mass extinction", thought to have occurred
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just over 200 million years ago, wiped out swathes of prehistoric
creatures both on land and in the oceans. It was prompted by the breakup
of the supercontinent Pangea, which triggered massive volcanic activity
that flooded the atmosphere with carbon dioxide and acidified the
oceans.

But our new research, published in Proceedings of the National Academy
of Sciences, suggests these cataclysmic events actually happened later
than previously thought.

We made this discovery by examining molecular fossils—trace
chemicals derived from microbial "mats" that bathed in prehistoric
waters.

A likely story

Traditionally, scientists have placed the mass extinction event, and the
volcanic upheaval that presaged it, at about 201 million years ago.

They came to this conclusion after studying rocks of that age from the
Bristol Channel, UK, which show a distinctive chemical signature. The
ratios of different isotopes of carbon within these rocks suggest this was
the moment when the global atmosphere changed, as huge amounts of
methane were pumped into the skies due to massive volcanic activity
covering the central Atlantic, in turn altering the chemical composition
of rocks that formed during this time.
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The Bristol Channel is home to rock formations that give an insight into
prehistoric life (and death) some 200 million years ago. Credit: Calum Peter
Fox, Author provided

But we made a discovery that challenged this assumption. We found
evidence of ancient microbial mats in the same region, at the same time.
It was these flourishing communities of microbes that actually created
the change in the chemical signature of the rocks, rather than a global
volcanic event.

These microbial mats formed as the region's waters changed from salty
seawater to brackish or fresh water, and water levels dropped to puddle-
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like centimetre depths. This is another reason why scientists mistook this
event for a mass extinction—marine creatures disappeared from the
local fossil record at this time not because they had all died out, but
because it was no longer marine.

Of course, the world's marine creatures had only earned a relatively brief
reprieve. We know the volcanic cataclysm did occur, but just not as long
ago as previously assumed.

Still going strong

Remarkably, the microbial mats recorded in UK samples are similar to 
living microbial mats in Australia, such as in Western Australia's Shark
Bay. It's amazing to think similar microbial communities are still living
on Australia's shorelines to this day.

Microbes have also been useful resources in research to learn about
several other mass extinction events too, such as the "Great Dying" that
marked the end of the Permian period roughly 252 million years ago,
and the dramatic demise of the dinosaurs in a mass extinction some 66
million years ago.
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Schematic diagram showing the factors driving global ecological change in the
modern day and at the end of the Triassic period. Credit: Victor Lesh

For example, pigments and lipid remains from microbial mats found in
the Chicxulub crater in the Gulf of Mexico—formed by the asteroid that
wiped out the dinosaurs—show that photosynthetic processes had 
bounced back within 200,000 years of the impact.

Microbial mats also have helped to preserve an amazing range of fossil
evidence from prehistoric animals, including soft tissues, red blood cells
and chemical clues to ancient animals' diets.

A warning from prehistory

While we don't know exactly how much later the global end-Triassic 
mass extinction event actually occurred, what we can say is that our
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research sounds a stark warning for potential future mass extinctions on
Earth.

The end of the Triassic Period featured huge environmental shifts,
including declines in biodiversity, ocean acidification, reduced oxygen
levels, habitat destruction, nutrient shifts and changing sea levels.

Knowing more about these changes will provide crucial information that
could help understanding the threats our own ecosystems face today, and
potentially help safeguard them for the future.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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